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ABSTRACT
Understanding dynamic instabilities and turbulence is of capital importance to improve predictability on many environmental processes. Transport and mixing are key to the dynamics, chemistry, and predictability of the circulation of the stratosphere and upper troposphere including features such as the stratospheric polar vortex (SPV) and the subtropical jets. Our aim is to characterize the atmospheric transport in the stratospheric region following a dynamical system approach in the Lagrangian framework. The stratosphere exhibits large variations on multiple space and time scales, therefore, the study of transport processes there brings into the discussion additional complexities of Lagrangian structures. A full understanding of any transitional fluid flow requires analyzing and computing the underlying coherent structures that govern the dynamics, and the description of atmospheric transport is challenging due to its complex nature.

Following a dynamical system approach, in this talk we show several examples of transport and mixing processes in the stratosphere and upper troposphere where, aided by Lagrangian tools, we identify Lagrangian coherent structures which determine the deformation of the fluid, simplify the atmospheric dynamical description and make possible the characterization of the parcel’s evolution and transport pathways in the region.
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